
---------- Forwarded message ----------

Date: Fri, Jan 8, 2016 at 3:56 PM
Subject: Notice of Trespass: Contract Land Staff

@contractlandstaff.com, 
@contractlandstaff.com>

As previously written and discussed again today, NO ONE DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY RELATED TO YOUR FIRM OR YOUR EMPLOYER, TEXAS
CENTRAL RAILWAY is to call, correspond with or attempt to make any contact with

 in any way including, but not limited to, going to their house or
property.  

ALL CONTACTS OR DISCUSSIONS ARE TO COME THROUGH ME OR OUR
DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE.   

This is your final notice.  Send this notice to David Martin, your client, your boss, your
co-workers and your attorney immediately.  Put  on your "do
not disturb" list.      

This is such a simple thing.  

I have instructed  to call the police next time this happens to have  or or
whoever you send removed and/or arrested for trespassing.   

-- 
Confidentiality Statement:  This e-mail is the property of . and/or
its affiliates and contains confidential and privileged material 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s).   Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others
is strictly prohibited.  If you are not the intended recipient(or authorized to receive for the
recipient), please contact the sender and delete all copies of the message.  Thank you.
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---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 5:18 PM
Subject: "Texas" RR survey permission form
To: @contractlandstaff.com
Cc: @contractlandstaff.com

Rene, 

Nice to talk with you today. 

First, as discussed, I believe there are some significant omissions and vagueries with the
proposed Survey Permission form.  I doubt that they can be corrected utilizing your form; so, I
will endeavor to address these issues in the near future utilizing a different form.

Second, as discussed, until your firm is directed in writing otherwise, please do not attempt to
make contact with my mother, , in any other way except through me. 
Specifically, I represent my mother and your firm is not to contact my mother or go on her
residential property or the property in question without written permission by me or her.  

Third, as discussed, the poor man named Greg who answered the phone for the railroad was
polite but completely clueless.  If the alleged railroad representative doesn't know or cannot
reveal who he works for, their number should probably not be on the letter.

Finally, I did not realize that the Texas Central RR was owned and/or financed by a Japanese
bank (see http://www.gulfcoastcattleman.com/new-page-4/).  It seems a little less than
forthright to send someone to my mother's door representing the "Texas Central RR" dressed
in good cowboy clothes that is really working for a Japanese company.  I would love to see
your man walk up to a farmer's house in Japan asking to put a Texas owned high speed
railway on his property and watch the response.  Trust me, he would not get past "konichiwa!"
 Don't misunderstand me, I'm glad that they are hiring your firm and employing Texans, but I
think the approach is a little off.        

Sincerely, 

-- 
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its affiliates and contains confidential and privileged material 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s).   Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others
is strictly prohibited.  If you are not the intended recipient(or authorized to receive for the
recipient), please contact the sender and delete all copies of the message.  Thank you.
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